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In recent years, hydrologists have attempted, with encouraging results, to
synthesize the accomplishments of time series analysis and deterministic systems methods into the more general framework of stochastic dynamic systems.
The purpose of this paper is to attempt an improvement of a stochastic time
series model by the use of inputs generated by a distributed, deterministic
model.
The analysis is based on a simplified transfer function-noise model, where
the system output is modeled as a linear combination of present and past inputs
as well as past outputs.
The systems chosen for the analysis are two partially glaciated basins in
Iceland.
The results were in general promising and showed that a careful selection of
input series could overcome to a great extent the non-linearities as well as the
non-stationarities in the relationship between discharge and meteorological
variables. The results also showed that transformation of the meteorological
series using distributed, deterministic techniques gave superiour results, compared with the standard degree-day approach.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to improve a simplified time series model of
the relationship between discharge and meteorological variables. This is done by
generating the inputs to the system by a distributed, deterministic model. This
approach is applied to the analysis of river flow data from two partly glaciated
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basins in Iceland. Two sets of inputs are tried. Firstly, the temperature series is
transformed into a degree-day series, and secondly, the inputs are generated by the
use of a distributed deterministic model.
The transformation of the meteorological series is done with three things in
mind; firstly, the non-stationarity of the transfer function is hopefully minimized.
Secondly, the non-linearities between temperature and melted water will hopefully
be reduced. Finally, to account for the fact that the drainage area is all at higher
elevation than is the meteorological station.
The results of the analysis are compared by studying the resulting generated
series for each set of input series, and when possible, in relation with measured
flow.

Methodology
The discussion of the methodology is separated into two parts. First, the model is
presented and described, then the generation of the inputs is discussed.
Model

A general class of discrete linear transfer function-noise models was introduced by
Box and Jenkins (1970). It has been discussed, extended, and applied to hydrological systems by many investigators, e.g. Gudmundsson (1970), Chow (1973, 1978),
Clark (1974), Anselmo and Ubertini (1979), Barcos et al. (1981), Hsu and
Adamowski (1981), Snorrason (1983), Snorrason et al. (1984), Hipel (1985), and
Snorrason (1985).
The transfer function-noise, TFN, model relates the output of a system to its
inputs, adding a noise series. The schematic form of such a model, coupled with a
system which transforms the inputs, is shown in Fig. 1. For a system with a single
input as well as a single output the TFN model takes the form

~ ~is, the output
In Eq. (I), B is the backward shift operator defined as B ~ Y , = Y Yt
series, X, is the input series, b is the pure delay in the system, and N, is the noise
series, which can be represented as a moving average process of order q

in which a, is a white noise process with mean equal to zero. By substituting Eq. (2)
into Eq. (I), and writing the polynominal operators in B as 6 (B), o(B)and 0(B)
gives
6 ( B ) Yt

=W

( B )Xt-b+e

(B)at

Extending Eq. (3) to a system with multiple inputs, we have
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation
of a system.

For the purpose of this paper, Eq. (4) will prove to be sufficient, but for further
extension and application of the TFW model, see Snorrason (1983).
A model represented by Eq. (4) can easily be applied to the modeling of relatively uncomplicated systems. It can be written as

or as a lagged-regression equation where the present output is modeled as a linear
combination of past and present inputs as well as past outputs, adding a noise

Eq. (6) is quite suitable for the analysis of simple systems and can be estimated by a
least squares estimation. The structure of the model is identified by the use of a
cross- and autocorrelation analysis. However, in general it is first necessary to
remove from each series, the deterministic variations in the mean. It should be
stressed, that both the identification and estimation of distributed lag models is in
general difficult, especially if the inputs are highly autocorrelated and/or cross
correlated (Granger and Newbold 1974, 1977)
Generation of lnput Series

The input series to be compared are both based on temperature and precipitation
measurements. The first set consists of degree-days series based on different
threshold values and precipitation at nearby meteorological stations. The second
set consists of series of glacial snow and icemelt as well as of precipitation and/or
snowmelt from non-glaciated parts of the watershed in question, both are generated by the NAM2 semi-deterministic model.
The NAM model was originally described by Nielsen and Hansen (1973) and
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Fig. 2. NAM2 model structure.
Modified from Gottlieb
(1980).
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modified to yield NAM2 by Gottlieb (1980). The additions made by Gottlieb
centered around the melting of ice and snow and were mainly based on ideas from
Laramie and Schaake (1972), or the so called MIT-model. In the last few years
some minor modifications have been made in the NAM2 model in Iceland, H61m
(1984 personal communication), see Einarsson (1984).
The general model structure is shown in Fig. 2. In the icefree area input is
collected from subareas, both as rain and (eventually) snowmelt, if so directed by
the accounting process used, in conjunction with observed temperature and precipitation. The accounting process is aimed at describing the heat exchange between the atmosphere and the snow. Estimated evapotranspiration is subtracted.
In the icecovered area input is collected from the subareas as snowmelt by the same
accounting process, and as icemelt by solving the equation of heat conduction to
determine the heat exchange between the surface layer and the underlying ice.
The complete NAM2 model operates further on the input, routing it with a
partly serial, partly parallel linear reservoir structure, but this further structure is
not within the scope of our study, as it isn't used.

Data

The hydrological systems chosen for analysis are the JokulsB i Flj6tsdal river basin
in East-central Iceland (stream gauge vhml09), and the Blanda river basin in
North-western Iceland (stream gauge vhm054). In the latter river, a hydropower
plant is now under construction, but the former is under development for hydropower generation. The geographical location of the basins is shown in Fig. 3.
The river above the stream gauge vhml09, shown in Fig. 3, drains about 560
km2, of which 133 km2 are glaciated. These figures are quite reliable since water
divides on the glacier, called Eyjabakkajokull, have been mapped by electromagnetic soundings (Bjornsson 1982). The mean elevation of the watershed is
670 m a.s.l., maximum elevation 1,833 m and water gauge elevation 60 m a.s.1. The
Eyjabakkajokull is a surging glacier with recorded surges in 1890, 1931 and 1972.
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Fig. 3.
Geographic location of
the basins under study.

The meteorological stations used are situated at Hallormsstadur, and Teigarhorn
(see Fig. 3), at 60 and 18 m a.s.1. respectively. The NAM2 model is calibrated on a
daily basis for the period Sep. 1 1962-Dec. 31 1983. Explained variance is 0.79,
linear correlation coefficient r=0.89 and water balance +1.2% (Vatnaskil Consulting Engineers 1985). The intermediate input series used are made available by kind
permission of Sigurdur LBrus H61m at VCE.
The river above the stream gauge vhm054, shown in Fig. 3, drains 1,609 km2, of
which 198 km2 are glaciated. These figures are reasonably reliable since water
divides on the glacier, called Blondujokull, have been mapped by electromagnetic
soundings, except for areas where the glacier was heavily fractured (Bjornsson
personal communication). The mean elevation of the watershed is about 650 m
a.s.l., maximum elevation about 1,700 m and water gauge elevation about 100 m
a.s.1.
The ~neteorologicalstation used is situated at Nautabd (see Fig. 3) at 115 m a.s.1.
The NAM2 model for the gauge vhm054 is calibrated on a daily basis for the period
Jan. 1 1975-Dec. 31 1983. Explained variance is 0.70, linear correlation coefficient
r=0.83 and water balance -1.22% (Vatnaskil Consulting Engineers 1986). As in
the case of Jokulsi, the intermediate input series are made available by kind
permission of Sigurdur LBrus H61m at VCE.
The basic data used for the analysis of the first case is composed of the discharge
series, measured at stream gauge vhml09, and meterological series of air temperature and precipitation, measured at Hallormsstadur. The discharge series is composed of accumulated discharge of river Jokulsi for every two weeks, for the years
1974-1982 (water years, starting September 1st.). This volume is in units of 106m3,
so the units on the discharge series, P ' , are 106m3/2-weeks(106m3/2-weeks= 0.83
m3/s). The discharge series measured over the period 1962-1982, will be used for
comparison with generated discharge values. The input series were the derived
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series of accumulated degree-days per two weeks, above 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 degrees
Celcius, identified as O',T , F , X , and Y , respectively, since it has been shown
by a earlier study (Snorrason 1985) that mean air temperature is inferior to the
degree-days series as input. The intermediate input series derived from the NAM2model were the lumped precipitation and/or snowmelt (less estimated evapotranspiration) series in million m3 per two weeks calculated for each non-glaciated
subarea, identified as B ' , and the lumped precipitation and/or snowmelt/icemelt
series in million m3 per two weeks calculated for each glaciated subarea, identified
as J', Eventual negative values of the B', series were allowed to pass.
The basic data used for the analysis of the second case is composed of the
discharge series, measured at stream gauge vhm054, and meteorological series of
air temperature and precipitation, measured at NautabG. The discharge series is
constructed as in the first case. The input series are also formulated as in the first
case, except adding precipitation series, Nt. The description of the input series
derived from the NAM2 model is consequently also the same as above for Jokulsh.

Analysis
The objective of the analysis was to identify and estimate a model, relating the
discharge of the two rivers to the most suitable of the input series and to compare
the performance of the two sets of input data on the basis of the generated discharge records.
The analysis was initiated by estimating and removing from each series, seasonal
variation in the mean. No attempt was made to account for, or to access the
seasonal variation in higher moments of the processes involved, (see Gudmundsson 1975). The seasonal variation was estimated using a Fourier series of three
periods (1, 112, and 113 years) as well as an overall mean.
The analysis of the data from the two river basins will now follow.
The Blanda Basin

The results of the modeling of the seasonal variations are shown in Table 1 for the
Blanda basin. These consist of the mean, the original variance, the variance of the
residual series and its percentage of the original variance, for each series.
An autocovariance analysis was performed on the residual series. All cases had
small but significant autocorrelation structure. The autocorrelation function of the
I", series of river Blanda suggests, that the residual discharge series is an autoregressive process of order one, ar(1). The analysis showed, furthermore, that the
glacial runoff was a moving average process of order three, ma(3), the surface
runoff was an ar(1) process, as well as all the degree days series. Theoretically, it is
neccessary to remove this structure from the input series, i.e. pre-whiten them, to
ensure a successful identification and estimation of the models, (see Granger and
Newbold 1977), but its magnitude is in this case so small, that it will be ignored.
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Table 1 - Blanda River Basin; Summary of Deterministic Components
Series

Mean

Var(.)

Residual

Var(.)
%

P't
O't
T't
F't
X't

Y't
J't

B't

A covariance analysis was used to identify the relationship between the series. A
significant correlation existed between the residual series of discharge and the
residual input series. No cross correlation was, however, observed between the
NAMZgenerated inputs. The covariance structure suggests the following model
for both cases
0

Pt =-

1

1

X l t

+-

X2t

+i=i3p
Nt

(7)

in which Nt is a white noise series and Xi,, i = 1,2 are any of the input series.
Assuming that the coefficients al, a2 and O1 are equal, Eq. (7) can be written as a
lagged regression equation

This equation was then estimated by LSE routine for both sets of input series. The
results are shown in Table 2.
These results show a slight advantage for the model with the NAM2-generated
inputs over the model with the most suitable degree series as input. Note also that
the autoregressive term is not significant for the model with the NAMZgenerated
inputs. The discharge series was extended using both sets of input series. The generating equation had the form

where Xi,, i = 1,2 are any of the residual input series. The initial values were set
equal to zero. The generated series were compared to the measured one, both
quantitatively as well as qualitatively. The average yearly volume of flows, both
measured and generated on the basis of the two sets of input series are compared in
Fig. 4. It is apparent that both models follow the basic trends in measured discharge, but fail slightly for extreme years. The generated discharges outside of the
calibration period are quite similar for the period 1950-1973.
In Fig. 5, four years of measured and generated values from the calibration
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Table 2 - Blanda River Basin; Summary of residual models.
Model 1:
P,= 0.16 * P,, + 0.72 * TI-1.
(1.)
(0.06)
(0.08)
Explained variance 27 % of the variance of P,

Model 2:
PI= 0.28 * B, + 0.73 * J, - 1.
(0.02)
(0.10)
(1.)
Explained variance 48 % of the variance of PI

period are shown. The generated discharge seems to follow the measured one quite
well, and the series generated with the NAMZgenerated inputs is clearly superiour
to the one generated with the degree days series as input. The difference is espe-
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cially clear for the period between the peak spring melting and peak glacial melting
in the years 1979 and 1981. Also, there is considerable difference in performance in
the beginning of the melting season in 1982. Both models fail to generate extreme
springfloods.
The JtikulsB i FIj6tsdal Basin

The analysis of the data from the JokulsB basin followed the same course as the
analysis for the Blanda basin. The results of the modeling of the seasonal variations
are shown in Table 3 for the JokulsB basin. These consist of the mean, the original
variance, the variance of the residual series and its percentage of the original
variance, for each series.
An autocovariance analysis was performed on the residual series. The autocorrelation function of the P, series of river JokulsB suggests, that the residual discharge
series is an autoregressive process of order one, ar(1). The analysis showed, furthermore, that the glacial runoff was a moving average process of order one,
ma(l), the surface runoff was an ma(1) process. The residual series of degree days
and precipitation did not show a significant &tocorrelation structure.
A covariance analysis was used to identify the relationship between the series. A
significant correlation existed between the residual series of discharge and the
residual series. The covariance structure suggests similar models as in the Blanda
case, and here, also, no cross correlations were observed between the inputs to
each model. The results are shown in Table 4.
These results show a slight advantage for the model with the NAMZgenerated
inputs over the model with the most suitable degree series as input. All relations
are more significant for the JokulsB basin, than for the Blanda basin. Also, the
autocorrelation term here is more significant. The relationship between precipitation and discharge is rather small, but still significant.
The discharge series was extended using both sets of input series in the same
Table 3 - Jokulsfi River Basin; Summary of Deterministic Components
Series

Mean

Var(.)

Residual

Var(.)
%

P't
N't

o't
T't
F't
XI t
y't
J't

B't

34.4
26.8
65.9
47.0
31.3
18.8
9.76
14.7
18.5
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Table 4 - Jokulsi River Basin; Summary of residual models.
Model 1:
PI = 0.36 * P,
(0.05)

Model 2:

+ 0.64 * F, + 0.07 *N,+ 0.6
(0.06)

(0.03)

(0.8)

Explained variance 59% of the variance of P,
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P, = 0.27 * PI.,
(0.04)

+ 0.30 2 B, + 0.70 * J,(0.03)

(0.06)

0.3
(0.7)

Explained variance 66% of the variance of PI
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manner as before. The generated series were compared to the measured one, both
quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Values were compared both for the calibration period, i.e. the model fit, as well as outside of it. The average yearly volume of
flows, both measured and generated on the basis of the two sets of input series are
compared in Fig. 6. It is apparent that both models follow the measured discharge
quite well. The figure also shows that there is systematic difference in the generated series for the period 1950 to 1963, but they are comparable for the period 1964
to 1973.
In Fig. 7, four years of measured and generated values from the calibration period
are shown. The measured and generated discharge compares in general well, and it
is difficult to distinguish the performance of the two models.

Conclusions
The relationship of meteorological variables and river flow from two glaciated
basins in Iceland was investigated by the use of simplified linear transfer functionnoise models. Two sets of input series were compared, one consisted of degree
days and precipitation series, and the second set consisted of series generated by a
distributed, deterministic model, the NAM2 model. The analysis showed that by
transforming the meteorological series to a suitable input series, it was possible to
overcome to a great extent, the non-linearities and non-stationarities in the relationship between temperature, precipitation and discharge. The results showed
that the generated series seemed to contain both the general trends, as well as
extreme values in good agreement with measured discharge, with the series generated on the basis of the NAMZgenerated inputs considerably better for one case
and marginally better for the second case.
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